Lekh 73 Bharam Part 6
There is a great difference between the physical and mental life of
those who are blind and those who are not.
The ‘blind’, although they try to
understand
detect
scrutinise / make out
find out
estimate
confirm
assess
make a decision
determine the goal of life
do things
in the world with the help of their sense organs, still, their knowledge of the
physical, mental and religious realms on the basis of which they run their
whole life, is:superficial
imperfect
limited to the touch
guess work
false (and)
doubt-filled.
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If the blind were get back his vision he will be astonished to discover
that that his imagined worldly
guess work
understanding
knowledge
beliefs
challenges
decisions
were totally
different
opposite
false
doubt-fallacy
from reality. He will be surprised and marvel at the true nature of the world.
This sightless ‘doubt-fallacy’ will appear in every aspect (of the
experience) of:thinking
viewing
belief
faith
desire
actions
deeds
religion
of the blind people’s life.
The doubt-fallacy or illusion of the blind arises from the lack of one part
of the human body.
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Man’s mental ‘doubt-fallacy’ or illusion arises from egotism.
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The blind are few in number.
But the mental ‘doubt-fallacy’ or illusion is clinging to the whole world
or creation like a spirit.
The doubt-fallacy or illusion of the blind is limited to one life time. It
does not go along (with the soul) into the next life after death.
But the mental ‘ignorance’ (or blindness) has been clinging to us
over so many births and after death too it will continue to cling.
In this way the sufferings and anxieties of the blind come to an end in
one birth.

But the sufferings and anxieties arising from the doubt-fallacy of mental
ignorance, after death, will continue to accompany us into the next birth and
there will be no end to the ‘grief’ of man.
1

Those who forget You are born only to die and be reincarnated again; their
sufferings will never end.
961

2

The soul wanders through countless incarnations in doubt, but it does not come
to dwell in peace.
404

3

The mortal wanders in reincarnation through countless lifetimes.
Without meditating in remembrance on the Lord, he falls into hell.

1192

The blind in their ‘lack’ or shortcomings, can to some extent, get
support from sighted and lessen their difficulties.
But in the ‘fort of illusion’ of mental ignorance, no one can render help
to another because everyone is trapped in the dark-pit of mental balloon of
ignorance.
When all are entangled in the doubt-fallacy of this dark pit of the ‘fort
of illusion’, then who is there to show the right path of ‘divine illumination’?
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1
2
3
4

O Nanak, the one who is blind shows others the way, and misleads all his
companions.

140

If a blind man is made the leader, how will he know the way?
He is impaired, and his understanding is inadequate; how will he know the way?
767
He is truly blind, who follows the way shown by the blind man.
O Nanak, why should the one who can see, get lost?
954
If the leader is blind, the whole company is bound to be robbed (of their
valuables).
VBG 35/2

The religious preaching that is going on in this way, all is taking place
on a superficial basis of the intellectual knowledge of ‘doubt-fallacy’. This is
the reason why despite the presence of so many –
recitations of religious texts
worship
chanting
meditation
practicing of rites and rituals
usages of rosary
holy congregations
kirtan programmes
talks and lectures
religious writings
religious preaching
the ‘world’ could not extricate or free itself from the dark pit of the ‘fort of
illusion’! on the contrary despite so many religions and religious preaching,
man’s mental and spiritual condition continues to decline. The stark proof of
this is that in the world –
enmity
confrontation
hatred
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jealousy
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cruelty
duality
envy
slander
shamelessness
revengefulness
tyranny
fights
quarrels
selfishness
lust
anger
attachment
egotism
etc. all mental sins or demerits instead of decreasing are on the rise.
The blind are aware of their shortcoming. Regarding it as their destiny,
they live their difficult life in a state of contentment and fortitude.
But people :are not aware
have no insight
pay no attention
do not feel
are irresponsible
have no concern
nor do they exhibit the desire to know
about the ‘doubt-fallacy’ of their mental ignorance.
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Although gurus, avtars, sants, devotees, highly evolved souls have
indicated in their banis or compositions and have counseled that:-

1

1

the whole world is an ‘illusion of doubt’.

2

There is specific reference to the difficulties and anxieties of the
fortress of illusion which we experience in every facet of our life.

3

To free or extricate oneself from this anxiety ridden ‘fortress of
illusion’ true and tested methodology has also been given. Despite
this we have no faith in these divine counseling because we have
come to accept our ‘illusion’ of ignorance to be the ‘truth’. We read
and listen to these sermons superficially and allow a false sense of
conviction to prevail within us or knowingly we feign ignorance or
remain stubborn.

People believe that this is just a song, but it is a meditation on God.
It is like the instructions given to the dying man at Benares.

335

2

He does not focus his mind, even for a moment, on the Lord's sermon, or the
Lord's Praises, or the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy.
712

3

O Lord, what can I say about such an illusion?
Things are not as they seem.

657

This ‘doubt ridden fallacy’ of mental ignorance is secretly present and
prevails in the –
physical
mental
financial
educational
social
scientific
religious
spiritual
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life of every person in the whole of three-phased materialistic realm.
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Through numerous births, we have been suffering by being entangled
and enmeshed in this mental doubt-ridden-fallacy and even now we are
suffering away. This ‘doubt ridden-fallacy’ will accompany us into the next
life after death and in this way we will (as Guru Ji says)–
1

Entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations, the whole world is
perishing.
133

continue to suffer by being trapped in the unending painful ‘cycle’.
As long as the ‘illumination of the Naam’ does not take place within us,
and this mental ‘egg of illusion’ is not broken, we will continue to abide in
the dark arena of this very ‘fortress of illusion’.
2

The egg of doubt has burst; my mind has been enlightened.
The Guru has shattered the shackles on my feet, and has set me free.

1002

It is this mental ‘doubt-ridden-fallacy’ which is preventing us from
‘knowing’ or discerning our internal doubt-ridden darkness. That is why the
need to look for treatment does not arise.
3

You have misled the world so deeply in doubt.
How can people understand You, when they are entranced by Maya?

92

Just as there are numerous doubt-ridden-fallacies present in the minds of
people about religion, recitation of religious texts, worship, rites-rituals,
religious preaching and about God, in the same way within our
mind
consciousness
intellect
thinking
beliefs
faith
desires
actions
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deeds
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the same ‘doubt-filled’ materialistic darkness predominates and operates.
Our intellectual mental
shrewdness
generally held truths
scheming disposition
education
educational setup
scientific knowledge
modern discoveries
novel society
too, have sprouted and flourished from the ignorance of this very doubtridden-fallacy of materialism.
We are so snobbish and boastful about the attainment of these
educational degrees ridden in materialism’s doubt-fallacy, that we are ever
more strengthening the ignorance of our egotism by claiming ourselves to be
the virtuous, scholarly smart beings.
In this doubt-ridden fallacy we are moving even further from our
‘innate-essence’ or the illumination of ‘Naam’.
1

Reading and studying, they argue and debate; attached to Maya, they lose their
awareness.
1131

2

Reading and studying, one becomes confused, and suffers punishment.
By great cleverness, one is consigned to coming and going in reincarnation. 686

3

The more one write and reads, the more one burns.

4

Some call themselves Pandits, religious scholars and spiritual teachers.
Tinged with double-mindedness, they do not find the Mansion of the Lord's
Presence.
904

467

In our mental and materialistic life, these educational and scientific
studies are indeed necessary because, through these, one continues to have
access to the ever new comforts and entertainment.
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But the comforts and the entertainments that come by through these
educational and scientific studies are limited to this life only. Getting
engrossed and intoxicated in these comforts and neglecting or turning our
back to our primal ‘innate soul-essence’ or ‘Naam’ is indeed our
mental doubt-ridden-fallacy.
1

The Pandits, the religious scholars, constantly read and recite the Vedas, for the
sake of the love of Maya.
In the love of duality, the foolish people have forgotten the Lord's Name; they
shall receive their punishment.
85

2

Reading about the debates and disputes, they are hit over the head by the
Messenger of Death.
They do not understand the essence of reality, and they gather their worthless
bundles of straw.
231

3

Reading and studying are just worldly pursuits, if there is thirst and corruption
within.
Reading in egotism, all have grown weary; through the love of duality, they are
ruined.
650

4

The self-willed manmukhs read and study, but they do not know the way.
They do not understand the Naam, the Name of the Lord; they wander, deluded
by doubt.
1032

But we have completely forgotten our ‘innate soul-essence’ or Naam’s
manifested illumed form of ‘essence-knowledge’.
From the very beginning the Gurus – the Avtars had given us advice and
guidance about this ‘essence-knowledge’ or ‘intuitional illumination’; but all
that we do is recite the text of these spiritual teachings and with our doubtfilled intellect, we give superficial discourses and go about feeling virtuous
and puffed up. It is fallacy for us to think that these true and pure teachings
of Gurbani do not refer to us! Perhaps (we say) they are meant for some
other ignorant people.
The truth is that if we delve deep into our life style and scrutinise it,
then it will be proven (beyond all doubt) that
our ‘egotism’ is indeed our

-

God!

to fulfill the me-mine ness is indeed our
to act as a slave to egotism is indeed our

-

worship!
religion!

-

aim in life!

getting entangled in the doubt-fallacy
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of materialism is indeed our
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1

His life wastes away as he cries out, "Mine, mine!"

479

2

The world is entangled in egotism and possessiveness, O Siblings of Destiny,
but no one belongs to anyone else.
602

3

Crying out, "Mine! Mine!", he is bound in bondage.

4

The foolish faithless cynics are held captive by Maya; in Maya, they continue
wandering, wandering around.
Burnt by desire, and bound by the karma of their past actions, they go round
and round, like the ox at the mill press.
800

5

He collects those things which are worthless.
Enticed by Maya, he takes the crooked path.

761

892

But Gurbani speaking out against the mistaken beliefs of these ‘doubtridden-fallacies’ of ours warns us as follows:6

False is the king, false are the subjects; false is the whole world.
False is the mansion, false are the skyscrapers; false are those who live in
them.
False is gold, and false is silver; false are those who wear them.
False is the body, false are the clothes; false is incomparable beauty.
False is the husband, false is the wife; they mourn and waste away.
The false ones love falsehood, and forget their Creator.

468

7

I would not have ruined myself by clinging to the world of falsehood.

488

8

The body is false, but they believe it to be true; it is like a dream in the night.
219
No one is anyone else's son, and no one is anyone else's mother.
Through false attachments, people wander around in doubt.
357

9

10

Listen, madman: gazing upon the world, why have you gone crazy?
Listen, madman: you have been trapped by false love, which is transitory, like
the fading color of the safflower.
777

The root cause of our false, hollow, painful life is that, over many births
we have been living, abiding and dying in this ‘doubt-ridden-fallacy’ of
materialism and for this reason the ‘doubt-ridden-fallacy of this false
materialism has become the basis or ‘religion’ of our life. That is why
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the need to understand, unravel, discover, recognise the ‘fort of illusion’ has
not been felt let alone the thought or effort of coming out of it.
If our prevailing materialistic doubt-filled ‘belief’ was correct and
beneficial then despite so many religions and so much religious preaching
mankind’s (sense of)
collaboration
broad-mindedness
love
service
\
benevolence
caring ness
friendliness
peacefulness
mercifulness
unity
forgiveness
fortitude
humbleness
truthfulness
contentment
would not have been ‘bereft’ of divine virtues.
The knowledge or information about the electric current
that has been heard or told
that has been studied or tutored
that has been learnt or taught
that has been discovered or unravelled
(that has been gleaned from) books
is
superficial
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hollow
imperfect
limited to the sense of touch
speculative (and)
intellectual entertainment,
with its reach limited to the senses of our intellect.
Pitted against this intellectual knowledge is the knowledge of the
personal experience of the touch of the electric current which is entirely
distinctive and different from the intellectual knowledge.
The ‘personal knowledge’ of this current is indeed the true and root
‘essence-knowledge of electricity.
Without this ‘personal experience’ all our knowledge is –
theoretical
doctrinal
hypothetical
deliberative
speculative (and)
intellectual pastime.
To regard this imagined, speculative knowledge to be the ‘essenceknowledge’ of electric current is indeed
the mental ‘doubt-ridden-fallacy.
Exactly in the same way to regard the illuminated form ‘Naam’ or
‘spiritual essence-knowledge’ to be the ‘subject-matter’ of the intellect and
keeping it limited up to the reached of intellectual knowledge
is indeed the mental ‘doubt-ridden-fallacy.
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The preaching of such hollow, imperfect, speculative, intellectual
religious knowledge indeed is
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restricted to the level of the ‘fortress of illusion’ of our materialism’s ‘doubtridden-fallacy’ which cannot bring to us the personal experience of the
essence-knowledge
reflection
divine-illumination
divine touch
divine ecstasy
divine love
divine wondrousness
spontaneous equipoise
of the innate-divine-self within.
This is the reason why despite numerous
religions
religious texts
religious temples
paaths or recitations
worship
meditations
penances
rites
rituals
yoga
practices
efforts
the mental and spiritual state of the world is declining day by day.
In the darkness, no one can sleep in peace.
The king and the pauper both weep and cry.
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325

In other words our intellectual religious ‘knowledge’ and its preaching
too is limited to the borders of our materialistic
‘doubt-ridden-fallacy’
and (for that reason) the ‘divine essence’ or the ‘Illumination of Naam is
beyond its reach.
Our speculations or imagination, like the (restricted) flight of a cockerel
are ‘limited’ to the ‘realm of darkness or ignorance’ of materialism. They
cannot see the rays of spiritual realm or the divine illumination that are
beyond (the materialistic world). We cannot help but continue to exhibit our
boastfulness about successes of these intellectual flights deeming them to be
poetry (or divinely inspired) and keep regarding (intellectual flights) to be
divine ‘accomplishments.
To regard the poets’ subtle, sharp, taunting emotion filled flights to be
the ‘blaze’ of ‘divine illumination’ is indeed the
‘doubt-ridden-fallacy’
of our mental ignorance.
For example, Bhai Nand Lal Ji was an outstanding poet and an
intellectual – but his razor-sharp mental flights were limited to the
materialistic realm. But when the piercing divine rays of illumination of the
‘glance of grace’ of Guru Gobind Singh Ji, hit his mind, his intelligence and
‘poetry’ became imbued with the ‘hue or colour of Naam’ and these rays of
divine ‘glitter’ became apparent in his writings.
In the same way ‘melody’ or ‘sound’ has two forms:-
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1

The external melody, which can be learnt or taught with the intellect
and can be played in harmony with musical instruments.

2

There is the intuitional ‘divine melody’ or ‘unstruck-vibrations’
representing the manifestation of God’s presence at every place, on
every side, in every corner with His overflowing universal love,
unceasingly and steadfastly filling the whole creation
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resounding and pervading in numerous emotions, forms, waves and
rays in the language of ‘silent love’.
1

The skinless drum plays.
Without the rainy season, the clouds shake with thunder.

657

2

So play the harp which vibrates without being played, Yogi.

909

3

The Unstruck Melody constantly vibrates within; my mind is exalted and
uplifted-I am lovingly absorbed in the Lord.

91

As the ‘divine melody’ or ‘unstruck vibration’ is so very subtle or
abstract, it is beyond the reach of our intellect. To capture or grasp a subtle
thing, subtle intellect or intuition is needed. Not everyone has the capacity to
listen to or grasp an ‘external melody’, melody, tune or musical meter. The
wah! wah! that escapes the lips of many is but a response to the external
melody of the ‘musical notes’ (nothing else).
To listen to and experience the ‘unstruck melody’, the seeker will have
to rise above the three phased materialistic realm and tune-in his divine
inclinations, form, and vibrations to the vibrations of the ‘divine melody’.

This ‘unstruck vibration or melody’ cannot be heard (or equated to) with
the melody of the external materialistic realm. Only through intuitional,
divine, ‘essence knowledge’ or ‘Naam’ or ‘Shabad’ that this ‘unstruck
melody’ can be experienced.
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4

I have come to know the unstruck sound current and the Word of the Guru's
Shabad; I enjoy the sublime essence of the Lord, the Lord's Name.
917

5

The unstruck melody resounds, and the instruments ever vibrate, singing the
Bani of the True Guru.
442

6

The unstruck melody of the sound current resounds with the vibrations of the
celestial instruments.
My mind, my mind is imbued with the Love of my Darling Beloved.
436

7

Waaho! Waaho! Hail! Hail! How wondrously he sings.
The Name of the Lord is pleasing to my mind.
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478

1
2

They praise the Lord's Name, they keep the Naam in their minds, and they
remain attached to the Love of the Naam.

42

In peace and poise, the unstruck vibration of the Shabad resounds.
In peace and poise, the celestial bells resound.

237

3

The Panch Shabad, the five primal sounds, echo the perfect sound current of
the Naad.
The wondrous, amazing unstruck melody vibrates.
888

4

The unstruck sound current of the Shabad vibrates day and night.
The Gurmukh knows the state of the eternal, unchanging Lord God.

904

5

The sweet, melodious, unstruck sound current vibrates continuously in the
home of the fearless Lord.
1033

6

O mother, I am wonder-struck, gazing upon the Lord.
My mind is enticed by the unstruck celestial melody; its flavor is amazing! 1226

But regarding the external learnt-taught ‘melody’ to be the intuitional
‘unstruck-melody’ is indeed the
‘doubt-ridden-fallacy’
of our mental ignorance.
In this way ‘creed’ or ‘religion’ were set up to re-remind and motivate
those who had forgotten or who were separated from the Timeless Being,
about the centre of our Being Waheguru and in this way they were the means
of establishing oneness with Waheguru.
But we have utilised religion
for fulfilling our selfish materialistic needs,
for mental accomplishments,
for obtaining enjoyment,
for escaping from pains and miseries,
for attaining mental peace,
for hiding or covering our sins,
for escaping from the sentence of the couriers of death
for wanting to be regarded as religious
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for invoking self praise (from others),
for promoting the display before people,
for promoting intellectual discourses and arguments,
for obtaining intellectual entertainment,
for setting up a so called religious front.
for enrolling disciple and followers
for carrying out transactions,
for escaping from the cycle of coming and going,
for attaining salvation,
ends, and getting entangled in this religious ignorance we think we are
virtuous and good people.
1

Kabeer, you remember the Lord in meditation, only when the need arises. You
should remember Him all the time.
1373

2

His service is insignificant, but his demands are very great.
He does not obtain the Mansion of the Lord's Presence, but he says that he has
arrived there.
738

3

Out of millions, hardly anyone is a servant of the Lord. All the others are mere
traders.
495

Instead of taking us out of materialism, such an external mental
‘religion’ has kept us trapped in the ‘doubt-ridden-fallacies’ of materialism
and is taking us further away from the true, lofty, pure aspiration of religion.
The wrong ‘beliefs and usage of religion is indeed what is referred to as
mental ‘doubt-fallacies’.
It is from these religious ‘doubt-fallacies’ that all our demerits or
shortcomings arise – shortcomings like –
enmity
confrontation
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hatred
envy
shamelessness
slander
back-biting
grievance
suspicion
anxiety
greed
jealousy
duality
fanaticism
revenge
falsehood
selfishness
lust
anger
avarice
possessiveness
egotism
me-mineness etc.
Included within the ambit (or circle) of these externally orientated
religions too, are the
the religious places
the missionary college
religious preaching
religious writings
religious organisations
religious seminaries
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because the externally orientated intellectual religious knowledge is being
learnt or taught in them and ‘innate essence-knowledge’ or ‘divine
illumination’ or ‘Naam’ is intellectually deliberated upon superficially
through quotations.
This is why such externally orientated religious preaching is limited to
the level of the intellectual realm and it cannot make contact with the
‘essence-knowledge’ of divine illumination.
1

The self-willed manmukhs read and study,
but they do not know the way.

2

1032

He may read the Vedas, but he does not realize the Lord's Name.
For the sake of Maya, he reads and recites and argues.

3

They read the Simritees, the Shaastras and the Puraanas;
they argue and debate, but do not know the essence of reality.

4

1050

1032

You read, and reflect, and proclaim out loud,
but without understanding, you are drowned to death.

435

The painful and regretful thing is this, that the ‘doubt-fallacies’ in which
we are engrossed or entangled – by preaching those very religious ‘doubtfallacies’ we getting the simple-minded masses entrapped in these very
‘doubt-fallacies’, and in so doing we are keeping them away from the true
divine ‘aim of life’.
5

Kabeer, shave the mother of that guru, who does not take away one's doubt.
He himself is drowning in the four Vedas; he drowns his disciples as well.
1370

In this way by abiding in the externally orientated religious ‘doubtfallacies’, we are divorcing ourselves from the true divine ‘aim of life’.
These religious ‘doubt-fallacies’ are infinitely more potent and subtle
and for that reason the
religious egotism
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religious display
religious hypocrisy
religious jealousy
religious slander
religious ignorance
religious fanaticism
religious hatred
religious quarrels
religious fights
are on the increase within us and we are moving away from our true ‘divinepath’ or ‘divine-illumination’ or ‘Naam’.
Therefore:To limit ‘religion’ to the ambit or sphere of
intellect is indeed

-

a fallacy!

To utilise ‘religion’ for selfish ends is indeed

-

a fallacy!

To ‘bargain’ with the Timeless Being through
religion is indeed

-

a fallacy!

To regard ‘religious preaching’ as an activity
of the intellect is indeed

-

a fallacy!

To make ‘religious knowledge’ a pastime for
intellectual debate is indeed

-

a fallacy!

To regard ‘religious practice’ as the spiritual
‘destination’ is indeed

-

a fallacy!

‘God’s-essence-knowledge’ or the ‘illumination of Naam’ can only be
experienced within the innate self by participating in the sangat or
congregation and engaging in sewa or service of blessed Guru orientated
beloveds.
1
2
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The selfless service of the Gurmukhs is approved; in celestial peace, they live
the essence of reality.
788
(see next page)
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2

The Gurmukhs serve Him; they obtain a place in the Mansion of His Presence.
The Gurmukhs enshrine the Naam within the mind.
160

3

My mind and body are so thirsty for the Blessed Vision of His Darshan. Won't
someone please come and lead me to him, O my mother.
The Saints are the helpers of the Lord's lovers; I fall and touch their feet. 135

4

In the Society of the Saints, egotism is shed,
and the One Lord is seen everywhere.

189

5

The Gurmukh finds the Merciful Lord. He is not found any other way.

98

6

The Saints are the helpers, the support of the soul; they carry us cross the
terrifying world-ocean.
Know that they are the highest of all; O Nanak, they love the Naam, the Name
of the Lord.
929

7

Make friends with the Gurmukhs, and focus your consciousness on the True
Guru.
The root of birth and death will be cut away, and then, you shall find peace, O
friend.
1421

8

From village to village, throughout all the cities I wandered; and then, inspired
by the Lord's humble servants, I found Him deep within the nucleus of my
heart.
Faith and longing have welled up within me, and I have been blended with the
Lord; the Guru, the Guru, has saved me.
983

9

Those who join the Society of the Saints are absorbed in the Name of the Lord,
Har, Har.
771
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